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FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,
Thank you for attending this seminar. We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this
program. Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication
and efforts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible. Their
names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success
of this seminar are immeasurable.
We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this
seminar and for whom the program was planned. All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will
be beneficial as well as enjoyable We think that these program materials will provide a great
initial resource and reference for you.
If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.
Should you have a different legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.
Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.
Sincerely,
Your ICLE Staff
Jeffrey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia
Tangela S. King
Director, ICLE
Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE
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“Setting the Social Media and Law
Context: Update 2017”

Paul E. Andrew, Esq.
September 15, 2017

DISCLAIMER

This presentation is for educational purposes
only and does not constitute legal advice. It is
recommended that you seek legal counsel for
specific matters.
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Social Media – A powerful tool
• VIDEO CLIP
• http://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2017/04/12/united‐airlines‐
new‐motto‐social‐media‐competitor‐backlash‐moos‐pkg‐
erin.cnn

How widespread is social media use?
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Social platforms

Mobile Use Soars
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Trends in Adult Usage in U.S.
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

68% of adults use Facebook
28% of adults used Instagram
26% of adults used Pinterest
25% of adults used LinkedIn
21% of adults used Twitter

Source: Pew Research January 2017

Trends in Business Usage
• 46% of people say a company’s web site is key to credibility
• 71% of companies plan to increase digital marketing this year
• 67% of marketers say increasing sales directly attributable to
digital marketing is a top priority
• Commerce intertwines with social media (Snapcash & FB)
• Testing of “buy” buttons on FB, Twitter, Pinterest
Sources: Newscred, Econsultancy, Forbes
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Mobile Use Trending Up
•
•
•
•

77% of adults own smartphones (up from 35% in 2011)
51% used their smartphone for shopping
28% used their smartphone to research a job
46% say they could not live without their smartphone

Source: Pew Research January 2017

15 Most Popular Sites
Here are the top 15 Most Popular Social
Networking Sites as derived from eBizMBA Rank
1 | Facebook
2 | YouTube
3 | Twitter
4 | Instagram
5 | LinkedIn
6 | Reddit
7 | VK (European social networking site)
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Most popular sites, continued
8 | Tumblr
9 | Pinterest
10 | Google Plus
11 | Flickr
12 | Meetup
13 | Ask.fm (social networking site where individuals ask and
answer questions)
14 | LiveJournal
15 | myspace
Source: eBiz July 2017

Social Media Continues to Grow on the
Internet
• Google is the most popular INTERNET site
• Facebook is 2nd most popular INTERNET site
• YouTube is 3rd most popular INTERNET site
• Video – Videos posted to Facebook get 10x more shares than
YouTube (Forbes, Mar. 13, 2017)
Source: eBiz July 2017
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Social Media & Advertising ‐ follow the
money trail
• US digital marketing expenditures will near
$120 billion by 2021 (Forbes, Jan. 26,
2017)
• Social video ad spend will double in 2017
(Business Insider, April 3, 2017)
• Facebook profit up 71% in 2nd quarter of
2017, in large part due to expanding use of
ads (WSJ, July 27, 2017)

Social Media Marketing &
Lawyers
• 2017 Attorney at Work survey found the following:
• 96% of lawyers use social media (LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter)
• Platforms most successful for bringing in business:
‐ Facebook (31%)
‐ LinkedIn (27%)
‐ Twitter (5%)
‐ 40% use paid social advertising
‐ 50% use Facebook ads
** (Small survey, only 302 participants)
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More Attorney Specific Issues
• Evolving Rules on Usage – DC Ethics Opinion 370 & 371 related to
Social Media (November 2016)
• Like all communications, use care ‐ Lawyer who told his client on
Facebook to “relax” and “this is complicated” is suspended from
practice for 90 days (Nebraska Supreme Court, April 2017)
• Twitter and Legal Advertising. Brevity constraints may lead to
ethical questions about false or misleading information or
solicitation issues.
• Avvo, LegalZoom & Rocket Lawyer. Three (3) committees of the NJ
Sup. Ct. issued an opinion barring NJ lawyers from participating in
these legal service programs. Avvo’s plans constituted improper fee
splitting, others not registered with the Court. (June 21, 2017)(NY,
Ohio, SC, PA also).
• ‘Legal Ethics & Social Media” ABA Publishing 2017

Social Media – Why You as a Lawyer
Should Care?
Your Clients are on Social Media
‐ Many businesses have Social Media issues
‐ Individuals have Social Media issues
Competency
‐ ABA Model Rule – requires lawyer to have
basic knowledge of social media and advise
clients about issue arising from use of site
‐ GRPC – Rule 1.1 ‐ Duty to Provide
Competent Representation
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Social Media Litigation Issues
• Jury selection issues – check your jurisdiction & judge
• Judge Gilstrap (E. Texas) has issued a standing order on the
subject.
• Judge Alsup (N.D. Ca.) pressed lawyers to forgo research in
Oracle v. Google
• May Judges “tweet?”
• USA v. Sierra Pacific Ind., et. al, (No. 15‐15799)(9th Cir.
2017)(Court of Appeals finds no reversible error in judicial
“tweets” under the facts of that case)
• Check your jurisdiction on “friending” judges
‐
Florida’s rules among most restrictive

Crowdfunding Continues to Grow

Fund your case? Lexshares & Crowdlaw
Start a law firm? NYS Bar Op. 1062
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New Federal Rules & Guidance
• Compliance – April of 2017 FINRA issues
mandate that “every firm that intends to
communicate … through a text messaging app or
chat service must first ensure that it can retain
records of those communications.”
• Proofpoint Nexgate analyzed over 32,000
Fortune 100 companies' social media feeds –
average company had 70+ compliance incidents

Government facing its own challenges
• 2017 – Arizona Attorney General states public officials
text messages and social media activity are public record
if related to their official roles.
• First Amendment – can Pres. Trump block those he
disagrees with from posting on his Twitter account?
Knight First Amend. Inst. v. Trump (S.D. NY 2017).
• Federal Judge in VA ruled citizen could not be blocked
from politicians personal Facebook page Davison v.
Loudoun County (E.D. VA 1:16 CV 932 (July 2017)
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Privacy & Consitutional Issues
• Packingham v. North Carolina, 582 U.S. ____,
(2017). Supreme Court strikes down NC law
barring registered sex offenders from using social
media sites. In one of the first cases to address
the relationship between the First Amendment
and the internet, Facebook becomes a “public
forum” (Facebook has its own policy on this
subject)
• Doxxing – exposing someone’s address/location
• Constant tension – 23 states have enacted
privacy laws in the employment context

Estate Planning ‐ Digital Assets
• Photographs, earned rewards, personal
interactions, personal commerce accounts
• Average American has $54,722 in perceived
digital assets (Webcease)
• 2017 – Bill (SB 301) introduced entitled “Revised
Uniform Fiduciary Access to Digital Assets Act”
(O.C.G.A. 53‐13‐1). Died in the “Senate Hopper”
• FB already established “legacy” contact
• Webcease – company searches the internet for
all accounts linked to a specific email
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Business law
• “Business lawyers” are not immune from social
media issues and challenges
• Regulatory issues
• Due diligence in business purchases
• Who “owns” social media assets, both in purchase
context and employment context
• Employment Issues

Employment ‐ Hiring
• Research has shown that what you say online correlates
to who you are.
• 2017 Survey by Careerbuilder said 70% of companies use
social media to screen candidates before hiring, up from
60% in 2016
• Key reasons not to hire
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Provocative photos (39%)
Drinking or drug use (38%)
Discriminatory comments (32%)
Bad‐mouthed previous employer, co‐employee (30%)
Lied about qualifications (27%)
Poor communication skills (27%)
Linked to criminal behavior (26%)
Candidate posted too frequently (17%)

• What is the employee “bringing” with them?
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Employment ‐ Behavior & Discipline
• At least 25 states now have laws restricting
employer rights to access applicant and
employee social media accounts (NCSL)
• Employees can now “spread the word.”
Wikipedia, Glassdoor.com, Yahoo Finance, Yelp
• Overly broad social media policies can lead to
unfair labor practices ‐ importance of
Handbooks and Social Media Policies

Employment ‐ Discipline, cont.
• Does your client have a policy like this?
• “Negative comments on the internal operations
of the Bureau, or specific conduct of supervisors
or peers that impacts the public’s perception of
the department is not protected by the First
Amendment free speech clause, in accordance
with established case law.” Liverman v. City of
Petersburg, No. 15‐2207 (Dec. 15, 2016). Court
strikes down social media policy on 1st
Amendment grounds
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Employment ‐ Discipline, cont.
• NLRB v. Pier Sixty, LLC (April 21, 2017) The NLRB found an
employer violated the NLRA when it fired an employee
because of profane comments he made on social media
disparaging his supervisor’s mother. The 2nd Circuit Court
of Appeals affirmed the NLRB’s ruling.
• Jane Doe v. Suntrust – 2017, Employee sues Suntrust for
harassment perpetrated only via Linked In messages (Los
Angeles Superior Court)

Employment ‐ Discipline, cont.
• Restrictive covenants – Monitoring Linked In and
“defriending contacts”
• Bankers Life v. American Senior Benefits, No. 15 CH
12601 (Illinois, 2017) court rules that ex‐employee’s
invitation to connect to old colleagues did not run afoul
of his non‐solicitation agreement.
• Mobile Mini, Inc. v. Vevea, et. al., CAFN: 17‐1684 (D.
Minn. July 25, 2017) similar facts to above but the
employee posts to the account, soliciting business. Court
issues preliminary injunction.
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Criminal Law
• “Emoji law” – Study by Santa Clara University
indicated that 80 opinions in 2016 contained the
term “emoji” or “emoticon”

• Variations in emoticons sent vs. received
• People v. Enrique Garcia, (CA 2017). Defense
uses Facebook logins along with other evidence
to place defendant away from crime scene

Service, Jurisdiction, Tort Cases
• Defendant’s attorneys now routinely review
social media posts to determine if a plaintiff’s
injuries are “real”
• Plaintiff’s attorneys are reviewing defendants’
social media posts to determine if they may have
been impaired
• 2017 Swiss court convicts man for “liking”
defamatory Facebook post (also Wishart v.
Murray, NZHC 3363, New Zealand, 2017)
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Service, Jurisdiction, Tort cases – cont.
• AT&T study (smartphone driving activities):– Text
(61%)
– Email (33%)
– Surf the net (28%)
– Facebook (27%)
– Snap a selfie/photo (17%)
– Twitter (14%)
– Instagram (14%)
– Shoot a video (12%)
– Snapchat (11%)
– Video chat (10%)

Service, Jurisdiction, Tort cases – cont.
• Service of process – Wisconsin magistrate allows
service through defendant’s Facebook page –
Cree Inc. v. BHB Energy, LLC, 2:16‐CV‐01508 (E.D.
Wis.)(order dated Aug. 14, 2017)
• Interview by Robert Half Legal, 52% of lawyers
surveyed said they have seen an increase in
lawsuits linked to images or information found
on social media and mobile devices
• Personal jurisdiction‐ K.A. & K.I.A. v. J.L., Superior
Court of New Jersey – C‐157‐15 (May 10, 2017).
Contact through Facebook & Instagram sufficient
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Family Law
• People who use Facebook more than 1 time per hour are
more likely to “experience Facebook‐related conflict with
their romantic partners.” Journal of Cyberpsychology.
• The American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers says 80%
of divorcing couples cite social media as a reason for their
breakup
• Social media posts are fertile ground for evidence of
domestic violence, infidelity, custody and discovering
hidden assets
• Social Media “prenups” (unflattering photos, revenge porn)
& Settlements should address “online activity”

• Jewell v. McGinnis, 2017 WL 2687705 (Georgia custody
where Facebook posts were briefly discussed)

Social Media in Education
• Social Media activity can violate school policies
• 2017 Harvard rescinded admissions offer to 10 students for
offensive memes they posted in a private Facebook group
(students had found and connected with each other on official
Harvard Class of 2021 Facebook group).
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Miscellaneous Cases & Issues
• Social Media companies becoming targets – Lawsuit filed by families of victims of terrorist
acts claim social media sites enable/allow terrorists to carry out attacks in violation of
Antiterrorism Act (Taamneh v. Twitter, et al. N.D. Ca. 4:17‐CV04107‐KAW)(2017)
• Access to Public Data. LinkedIn – hiQ Labs scrapes and analyzes personal data from
LinkedIn to determine whether or not employees are likely to leave their jobs. LinkedIn
steps in to stop the activity, hiQ files lawsuit (June 2017). hiQ succeeds in preliminary
hearings.
A few Georgia Cases of Interest
• Maynard v. McGee, State Court of Spalding (16‐SV‐89)(2017). Motor vehicle collision, car
operated by young driver, plaintiffs sue Snapchat, Snapchat’s Motion to Dismiss granted.
• Lyle v. Tea Party Patriots, Inc. & Martin, CAFN: 11‐CV‐2549, Cherokee Superior Court, (June
26, 2017). Facebook posts lead to $833,000 verdict for defamation.
• Major v. State, 301 Ga. 147 (2017) – Student who posted threats on Facebook challenges
statute and loses; can’t claim First Amendment protection.
• Gilreath v. Smith, 340 Ga. App. 265 (2017). The case of the “dangerous rooster.” Facebook
Message was evidence. “Rooster will attack!”

Miscellaneous Issues – cont.
• EU Privacy – Feb. 2017 Opinion of Data Protection Working
Party related to the soon to be effective General Data
Protection Regulation (eff. 5/2018). GDPR applies to EU
companies but may apply to non‐EU organizations processing
EU citizens’ personal data. One issue – employers may only
use social media to research applicant if they have a “legal
ground” for doing so and such is necessary and relevant for
the performance of the position and the applicant is informed.
• Coming issue – ownership of your digital connections or your
“social graph”
• 2017 Pakistan’s Anti‐Terrorist Court sentences man to death
for “blasphemy” on social media (Facebook & Whatsapp)
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Some things have not changed…

Social Media is…
• Public
• Permanent
• Powerful
• Affects you and
your clients

Q&A or Shared Experiences
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Thank you!
Paul Andrew, Esq.
Andrew, Merritt, Reilly &
Smith, LLP
770‐513‐1200
pandrew@amrslaw.com
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND FAKE NEWS:
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES?
Mari L. Myer
The Myer Law Firm
125 East Trinity Place
Suite 308
Decatur, Georgia 30030
404.601.4125
mmyer@myerlawatlanta.com
www.myerlawatlanta.com

Mari Myer is a graduate of Boston University School of Law
and Wellesley College (B.A. cum laude). She founded The
Myer Law Firm and is the Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect of the
Atlanta Bar Association’s Sole Practitioner/Small Firm
Section and a past Chair of the State Bar of Georgia’s
Technology Law Section. She has 30 years of experience
litigating business and employment disputes, including
matters involving restrictive covenants in employment
agreements, trade secrets, intellectual property, employee
separations and business divorces. She also negotiates and
drafts employment agreements, separation agreements and
related types of documents, and advises clients regarding a
variety of employment and business matters. Her clients
include small and medium sized businesses as well as
individuals. She is a frequent speaker on a variety of topics
related to technology law, employment law and
professionalism and ethics.
Social Media and Fake News
© The Myer Law Firm 2017
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND FAKE NEWS:
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES?
The job of drafting a paper on the topic of fake news is both easy and
daunting. It’s easy because, for every lawyer, the rule should be to never knowingly
participate in disseminating fake news.

Ever.

But, what is fake news?

Recognizing, responding to and protecting against fake news is the hard part. And
determining who can be held responsible for the dissemination of news that is
clearly fake can sometimes be even harder.
This paper will first address some of the reasons lawyers should not allow
themselves or their clients to disseminate fake news, and then explore how to
recognize and respond to fake news in the social media context.
REASONS NOT TO USE SOCIAL MEDIA TO DISSEMINATE FAKE
NEWS
Professionalism and Ethics Rules for Lawyers
Georgia Rule of Professionalism 4.1 Truthfulness in
Statements to Others
In the course of representing a client a lawyer shall not
knowingly:
a.

make a false statement of material fact or law to a

third person; or

Social Media and Fake News
© The Myer Law Firm 2017
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b.

fail to disclose a material fact to a third person when

disclosure is necessary to avoid assisting a criminal or fraudulent act
by a client, unless disclosure is prohibited by Rule 1.6.
The maximum penalty for a violation of this Rule is disbarment.
Comment
Misrepresentation
[1] A lawyer is required to be truthful when dealing with
others on a client's behalf, but generally has no affirmative duty
to

inform

an

opposing

party

of

relevant

facts.

A

misrepresentation can occur if the lawyer incorporates or
affirms a statement of another person that the lawyer
knows is false. Misrepresentations can also occur by failure to act.
Georgia Rule of Professionalism 3.3 Candor Toward The
Tribunal
a.

A lawyer shall not knowingly:

1.

make a false statement of material fact or law to a

tribunal;
2.

fail to disclose a material fact to a tribunal when disclosure is

necessary to avoid assisting a criminal or fraudulent act by the client;
3.

fail to disclose to the tribunal legal authority in the controlling

jurisdiction known to the lawyer to be directly adverse to the position
of the client and not disclosed by opposing counsel; or
4.

offer evidence that the lawyer knows to be false. If a

lawyer has offered material evidence and comes to know of its falsity,
the lawyer shall take reasonable remedial measures.
b.

The duties stated in paragraph (a) continue to the conclusion

of the proceeding, and apply even if compliance requires disclosure
of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6.
Social Media and Fake News
© The Myer Law Firm 2017
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c.

A lawyer may refuse to offer evidence that the lawyer

reasonably believes is false.
d.

In an ex parte proceeding, other than grand jury

proceedings, a lawyer shall inform the tribunal of all
material facts known to the lawyer that the lawyer
reasonably believes are necessary to enable the tribunal to
make an informed decision, whether or not the facts are
adverse.
The maximum penalty for a violation of this Rule is disbarment.
Comment
[1] This Rule governs the conduct of a lawyer who is
representing a client in the proceedings of a tribunal. See
Rule 1.0(r) for the definition of tribunal. It also applies
when the lawyer is representing a client in an ancillary
proceeding

conducted

pursuant

to

the

tribunal's

adjudicative authority, such as a deposition. Thus, for
example, paragraph (a)(4) requires a lawyer to take reasonable
remedial measures if the lawyer comes to know that a client who is
testifying in a deposition has offered evidence that is false.
[2] This Rule sets forth the special duties of lawyers as officers
of the court to avoid conduct that undermines the integrity
of the adjudicative process. A lawyer acting as an advocate in an
adjudicative proceeding has an obligation to present the client's case
with persuasive force. Performance of that duty while
maintaining confidences of the client, however, is qualified
by the advocate's duty of candor to the tribunal.
Consequently, although a lawyer in an adversary proceeding is not
required to present an impartial exposition of the law or to vouch for
Social Media and Fake News
© The Myer Law Firm 2017
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the evidence submitted in a cause, the lawyer must not allow the
tribunal to be misled by false statements of law or fact or
evidence that the lawyer knows to be false.
Representations by a Lawyer
[3] An advocate is responsible for pleadings and other documents
prepared for litigation, but is usually not required to have personal
knowledge of matters asserted therein, for litigation documents
ordinarily present assertions by the client, or by someone on the
client's behalf, and not assertions by the lawyer. Compare Rule 3.1.
However, an assertion purporting to be on the lawyer's own
knowledge, as in an affidavit by the lawyer or in a statement
in open court, may properly be made only when the lawyer
knows the assertion is true or believes it to be true on the
basis of a reasonably diligent inquiry. There are circumstances
where failure to make a disclosure is the equivalent of an affirmative
misrepresentation. The obligation prescribed in Rule 1.2(d) not to
counsel a client to commit or assist the client in committing a fraud
applies in litigation. Regarding compliance with Rule 1.2(d), see the
Comment to that Rule. See also the Comment to Rule 8.4(b).
….
Offering Evidence
[5] Paragraph (c) allows that the lawyer refuse to offer
evidence that the lawyer knows to be false, regardless of the
client's wishes. This duty is premised on the lawyer's obligation
as an officer of the court to prevent the trier of fact from
being misled by false evidence. A lawyer does not violate this
Rule if the lawyer offers the evidence for the purpose of establishing
its falsity.
Social Media and Fake News
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….
[7] The duties stated in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) apply to
all lawyers, including defense counsel in criminal cases. In some
jurisdictions, however, courts have required counsel to present the
accused as a witness or to give a narrative statement if the accused so
desires, even if counsel knows that the testimony or statement will
be false. The obligation of the advocate under the Rules of
Professional Conduct is subordinate to such requirements. See also
Comment [9].
[8] The prohibition against offering false evidence only
applies if the lawyer knows that the evidence is false. A
lawyer's reasonable belief that evidence is false does not preclude its
presentation to the trier of fact. A lawyer's knowledge that evidence
is false, however, can be inferred from the circumstances. See Rule
1.0(i). Thus, although a lawyer should resolve doubts about the
veracity of testimony or other evidence in favor of the client, the
lawyer cannot ignore an obvious falsehood.
….
[15] Normally, a lawyer's compliance with the duty of candor
imposed by this Rule does not require that the lawyer withdraw from
the representation of a client whose interests will be or have been
adversely affected by the lawyer's disclosure. The lawyer may,
however, be required by Rule 1.16(a) to seek permission of
the tribunal to withdraw if the lawyer's compliance with
this Rule's duty of candor results in such an extreme
deterioration of the client-lawyer relationship that the
lawyer can no longer competently represent the client. Also
see Rule 1.16(b) for the circumstances in which a lawyer will be
permitted to seek a tribunal's permission to withdraw. In connection
Social Media and Fake News
© The Myer Law Firm 2017
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with a request for permission to withdraw that is premised on a
client's misconduct, a lawyer may reveal information relating to the
representation only to the extent reasonably necessary to comply
with this Rule or as otherwise permitted by Rule 1.6.
These rules mean that an attorney who knowingly disseminates fake news
– whether to a third party or to a court – risks disbarment. Such dissemination
may also contribute to the general public perception of attorneys as dishonest.
Bottom line: Attorneys shouldn’t tweet or retweet fake news. Attorneys shouldn’t
share fake news via email. Attorneys shouldn’t knowingly rely on fake news in
making representations to courts, opposing counsel, clients, witnesses, or others.
If it’s fake, it’s a lie, and an attorney shouldn’t be repeating it.
Defamation
O.C.G.A. §51-5-1.
(a) A libel is a false and malicious defamation of another, expressed
in print, writing, pictures, or signs, tending to injure the reputation
of the person and exposing him to public hatred, contempt, or
ridicule.
(b) The publication of the libelous matter is essential to recovery.
§ 51-5-2.
(a) Any false and malicious defamation of another in any newspaper,
magazine, or periodical, tending to injure the reputation of the
person and expose him to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule, shall
constitute a newspaper libel.
(b) The publication of the libelous matter is essential to recovery.
Social Media and Fake News
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§ 51-5-3.
A libel is published as soon as it is communicated to any person other
than the party libeled.
§ 51-5-4.
(a) Slander or oral defamation consists in:
(1) Imputing to another a crime punishable by law;
(2) Charging a person with having some contagious disorder or with
being guilty of some debasing act which may exclude him from
society;
(3) Making charges against another in reference to his trade, office,
or profession, calculated to injure him therein; or
(4) Uttering any disparaging words productive of special damage
which flows naturally therefrom.
(b) In the situation described in paragraph (4) of subsection (a) of
this Code section, special damage is essential to support an action; in
the situations described in paragraphs (1) through (3) of subsection
(a) of this Code section, damage is inferred.
§ 51-5-5.
In all actions for printed or spoken defamation, malice is inferred
from the character of the charge. However, the existence of malice
may be rebutted by proof. In all cases, such proof shall be considered
in mitigation of damages. In cases of privileged communications,
such proof shall bar a recovery.
If an attorney or a client tweets, emails, or posts false statements on social
media, the false statements must be retracted as soon as it is clear that the
Social Media and Fake News
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statements are false.

Such publication exposes the publisher to liability for

resulting damages to the subjects of the false statements. Moreover, while prompt
retraction can minimize damages, it doesn’t completely eliminate the risk of being
found liable and assessed damages for publishing false statements. Depending on
the nature of the statements, there may be a presumption that special damages
have been incurred. Bottom Line: An attorney should never knowingly publish
false statements in any forum, and any statements that are subsequently
discovered to be false should be promptly retracted.
RECOGNIZING FAKE NEWS
The easiest way to recognize fake news is when you have knowledge of facts
that are inconsistent with the news report. In such an instance, any dissemination
of statements that are known to be fake news will certainly implicate the rules of
professionalism and defamation statutes discussed above.
The harder situation is when you don’t have facts or knowledge that will
enable you to personally verify or rebut a news report. The Internet is teeming
with fake news. With some searching, one can find an article that supports
virtually every contention that one might want to assert, without regard to whether
the contention is actually true.
These are some tools that may make it easier to determine whether the news
is true or fake:

Social Media and Fake News
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x

What is the source?

Is it a known entity? What is the entity’s

reputation for accuracy? Consider: Would you lend more credence
to a story published by CNN? Fox? Breitbart? North Korea? The
Pentagon? The Kremlin?
x

Does the article contain language of urgency or strong emotion,
perhaps designed to incite action before the reader pauses to
consider the veracity of the article? If so, is there a reason for the
urgency? Consider: “Danger to Life and Limb” probably isn’t fake
news when used in the context of a prediction that a hurricane is
about to make landfall; but probably is fake news when used in the
context of a prediction that space aliens are preparing to invade the
earth.

x

What does the source have to gain from publishing the story?
Advertising sales? Favorable publicity?

Other financial benefit?

Embarrassment of an opponent? A change in the world order? A
successful election bid?
x

Is the same story reported by more than one source or in more than
one outlet? If more than one outlet, are those outlets interrelated or
independent?

x

Has anyone publicly challenged or corrected the story? If so, is that
person a known entity? What is that person or entity’s reputation for
accuracy? Consider: News stories alleging Russian interference in
the 2016 election, and President Trump’s response.

Social Media and Fake News
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x

Does the story seem logical? If it seems too good or too strange to be
true, maybe it’s fake.

x

Does the story fit with your understanding of the world?

x

Are there other indicia of either truthfulness or falsity?
REMEDIES AND BRICK WALLS

The source, context, and publication venue will all have a bearing on the
responsibility to refrain from publishing fake news, and the remedies available to
a victim of fake news.
First Amendment Considerations
First Amendment to U.S. Constitution. Congress shall make
no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the
press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
The media have an obligation and a right to publish truthful news – or news
that was at least properly vetted and is believed to be truthful when published. This
means that, so long as the story is truthful, there is no recourse on the part of the
subject of the story even if it is harmful. Any other standard would infringe the
right of the press to report not just good news, but also truthful news that paints
people in a bad light.
Additionally, news stories published about public figures enjoy special
protection. In effect, by engaging in conduct that makes him or her well known to

Social Media and Fake News
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the public, the person takes the risk that even harmful stories will be published
about him or her.
Communications Decency Act

47 U.S. Code § 230 - Protection for private blocking and
screening of offensive material.
(a) Findings. The Congress finds the following:
(1) The rapidly developing array of Internet and other interactive
computer services available to individual Americans represent an
extraordinary advance in the availability of educational and
informational resources to our citizens.
(2) These services offer users a great degree of control over the
information that they receive, as well as the potential for even greater
control in the future as technology develops.
(3) The Internet and other interactive computer services offer a
forum for a true diversity of political discourse, unique opportunities
for cultural development, and myriad avenues for intellectual
activity.
(4) The Internet and other interactive computer services have
flourished, to the benefit of all Americans, with a minimum of
government regulation.
(5) Increasingly Americans are relying on interactive media for a
variety of political, educational, cultural, and entertainment services.
(b) Policy. It is the policy of the United States—
(1) to promote the continued development of the Internet and other
interactive computer services and other interactive media;
Social Media and Fake News
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(2) to preserve the vibrant and competitive free market that presently
exists for the Internet and other interactive computer services,
unfettered by Federal or State regulation;
(3) to encourage the development of technologies which maximize
user control over what information is received by individuals,
families, and schools who use the Internet and other interactive
computer services;
(4) to remove disincentives for the development and utilization of
blocking and filtering technologies that empower parents to restrict
their children’s access to objectionable or inappropriate online
material; and
(5) to ensure vigorous enforcement of Federal criminal laws to deter
and punish trafficking in obscenity, stalking, and harassment by
means of computer.
(c) Protection for “Good Samaritan” blocking and screening of
offensive material
(1) Treatment of publisher or speaker. No provider or user of an
interactive computer service shall be treated as the
publisher or speaker of any information provided by
another information content provider.
(2) Civil liability. No provider or user of an interactive computer
service shall be held liable on account of—
(A) any action voluntarily taken in good faith to restrict access to or
availability of material that the provider or user considers to be
obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively violent, harassing, or
otherwise objectionable, whether or not such material is
constitutionally protected; or

Social Media and Fake News
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(B) any action taken to enable or make available to information
content providers or others the technical means to restrict access to
material described in paragraph (1).
(d) Obligations of interactive computer service.

A provider of

interactive computer service shall, at the time of entering an
agreement with a customer for the provision of interactive computer
service and in a manner deemed appropriate by the provider, notify
such customer that parental control protections (such as computer
hardware, software, or filtering services) are commercially available
that may assist the customer in limiting access to material that is
harmful to minors. Such notice shall identify, or provide the
customer with access to information identifying, current providers of
such protections.
(e) Effect on other laws
(1) No effect on criminal law.

Nothing in this section shall be

construed to impair the enforcement of section 223 or 231 of this
title, chapter 71 (relating to obscenity) or 110 (relating to sexual
exploitation of children) of title 18, or any other Federal criminal
statute.
(2) No effect on intellectual property law. Nothing in this section
shall be construed to limit or expand any law pertaining to
intellectual property.
(3) State law. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent
any State from enforcing any State law that is consistent with this
section. No cause of action may be brought and no liability may be
imposed under any State or local law that is inconsistent with this
section.
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(4) No effect on communications privacy law. Nothing in this section
shall be construed to limit the application of the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act of 1986 or any of the amendments
made by such Act, or any similar State law.
(f) Definitions. As used in this section:
(1) Internet. The term “Internet” means the international computer
network of both Federal and non-Federal interoperable packet
switched data networks.
(2) Interactive computer service.

The term “interactive

computer service” means any information service, system,
or access software provider that provides or enables
computer access by multiple users to a computer server,
including specifically a service or system that provides
access to the Internet and such systems operated or
services offered by libraries or educational institutions.
(3) Information content provider. The term “information
content provider” means any person or entity that is
responsible, in whole or in part, for the creation or
development of information provided through the Internet
or any other interactive computer service.
(4) Access software provider. The term “access software provider”
means a provider of software (including client or server software), or
enabling tools that do any one or more of the following:
(A) filter, screen, allow, or disallow content;
(B) pick, choose, analyze, or digest content; or
(C) transmit, receive, display, forward, cache, search, subset,
organize, reorganize, or translate content.
Social Media and Fake News
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Under the Communications Decency Act (“CDA”), the internet service
provider cannot be held liable simply for the use of its services to publish fake news.
If, however, the provider is also the publisher – the source of the fake news – then
the CDA will not protect against a finding of liability.
Query – At what point does the provider exercise sufficient content control
to be deemed the publisher, such that the CDA offers no protection?
Responding to Fake News
If the news is disseminated to you and you are not satisfied that it is truthful
and accurate, the best response is to either ignore it or correct the record,
depending on the circumstances.
If the fake news doesn’t directly impact you, ignore it. Refrain from sharing
it with others.
If the fake news does impact you or your client, it may be possible to handle
it the same way you might handle a false statement made by another party or
opposing counsel in a conversation or in a brief.

Correct the record where

necessary, and otherwise note that the statement is false without dignifying it with
a substantive response.
When responding to fake news pertaining to your provision of legal services,
be mindful of the obligation not to disclose client confidences even after the
attorney-client relationship has terminated, and even where it is unclear that an
attorney-client relationship was ever formed. It may be necessary to simply state
that the assertions made by the former client are inaccurate and to then explain
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that you are precluded by rules of professionalism from responding to the specifics
of the assertions.
Georgia Rule of Professionalism 1.6 Confidentiality of Information
a.

A lawyer shall maintain in confidence all information

gained in the professional relationship with a client, including
information which the client has requested to be held inviolate or the
disclosure of which would be embarrassing or would likely be detrimental
to the client, unless the client gives informed consent, except for disclosures
that are impliedly authorized in order to carry out the representation, or are
required by these Rules or other law, or by order of the Court.
b.
1.

A lawyer may reveal information covered by paragraph (a) which the

lawyer reasonably believes necessary:
i.

to avoid or prevent harm or substantial financial loss to another

as a result of client criminal conduct or third party criminal conduct clearly
in violation of the law;
ii.

to prevent serious injury or death not otherwise covered by

subparagraph (i) above;
iii.

to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer in a
controversy between the lawyer and the client, to establish a defense to a
criminal charge or civil claim against the lawyer based upon conduct in
which the client was involved, or to respond to allegations in any proceeding
concerning the lawyer's representation of the client;

iv.

to secure legal advice about the lawyer's compliance with these
Rules.
2.

In a situation described in paragraph (b) (1), if the client has acted at

the time the lawyer learns of the threat of harm or loss to a victim, use or
disclosure is permissible only if the harm or loss has not yet occurred.

Social Media and Fake News
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3.

Before using or disclosing information pursuant to paragraph (b) (1)

(i) or (ii), if feasible, the lawyer must make a good faith effort to persuade
the client either not to act or, if the client has already acted, to warn the
victim.
c.

The lawyer may, where the law does not otherwise require, reveal

information to which the duty of confidentiality does not apply under
paragraph (b) without being subjected to disciplinary proceedings.
d.

The lawyer shall reveal information under paragraph (b) as the

applicable law requires.
e.

The duty of confidentiality shall continue after the client-

lawyer relationship has terminated.
The maximum penalty for a violation of this Rule is disbarment.
Comment
….
[4] A fundamental principle in the client-lawyer relationship is
that the lawyer maintain confidentiality of information relating
to the representation. The client is thereby encouraged to
communicate fully and frankly with the lawyer even as to
embarrassing

or

legally

damaging

subject

matter.

[4A] Information gained in the professional relationship includes
information gained from a person (prospective client) who
discusses the possibility of forming a client-lawyer relationship
with respect to a matter. Even when no client-lawyer relationship
ensues, the restrictions and exceptions of these Rules as to use or
revelation of the information apply, e.g. Rules 1.9 and 1.10.
[5] The principle of confidentiality is given effect in two related bodies of
law, the attorney-client privilege (which includes the work product
doctrine) in the law of evidence and the rule of confidentiality established
Social Media and Fake News
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in professional ethics. The attorney-client privilege applies in judicial and
other proceedings in which a lawyer may be called as a witness or otherwise
required to produce evidence concerning a client. The rule of clientlawyer confidentiality applies in situations other than those
where evidence is sought from the lawyer through compulsion of
law. Rule 1.6 applies not merely to matters communicated in
confidence by the client but also to all information gained in the
professional relationship, whatever its source. A lawyer may not
disclose such information except as authorized or required by the
Rules of Professional Conduct or other law. See also Scope. The requirement
of maintaining confidentiality of information gained in the professional
relationship applies to government lawyers who may disagree with the
client's policy goals.
….
[14] After withdrawal the lawyer is required to refrain from
making disclosure of the client's confidences, except as otherwise
provided in Rule 1.6. Neither this rule nor Rule 1.8(b) nor Rule 1.16(d)
prevents the lawyer from giving notice of the fact of withdrawal, and the
lawyer may also withdraw or disaffirm any opinion, document, affirmation,
or the like.
Unique Difficulties in Responding to Fake News in Social Media
When a rumor is shared verbally, it typically will be forgotten fairly soon as
people turn their attention to other news and events.

Likewise, when false

information is published in a print newspaper, it may be forgotten by the next news
cycle. But, when fake news is distributed electronically, it will “live” forever. It can
be tweeted and re-tweeted forever.

Or the email can be forwarded and re-

forwarded forever. And, just when the commotion seems to die down, someone
Social Media and Fake News
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else will discover the tweet or email and re-tweet or re-forward the information
again, reigniting the controversy. Similarly, when a negative, fake review is posted
online, it can remain there forever, even after it has allegedly been taken down.
And, there is never a guarantee that a posting will move off of page 1 of Google
results – especially if the posting is particularly salacious.
The dilemma to resolve is whether it is better to ignore the posting, tweet or
email and hope that it will be forgotten quickly, or to respond aggressively to
correct the record. On the one hand, ignoring means that there is less publicity
associated with the message. So sometimes ignoring the message will prevent it
from gaining traction.
On the other hand, if you don’t respond to correct the record, people who
read the false posting, tweet or email will have no reason to be aware that it is fake,
and no ability to learn and consider your side of the story. The pros and cons of
ignoring or responding should be seriously considered before a decision is made
regarding any particular post, tweet or email.
Fake News in the Employment Context
In the employment context, it is essential that an employer not make an
employment decision – including hiring, firing, discipline, or compensation – on
the basis of fake news. This means that, if the employer googles a prospective
employee as a part of the employment vetting process, the employer will need to
be very thoughtful in its consideration of any information gathered from such a
search so as to avoid relying on possibly fake news to make a hiring decision.
Social Media and Fake News
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Additionally, Employers should instruct employees to refrain from
disseminating fake news about other employees, competitors, or clients. This can
be as important to protecting the company’s reputation as it is to protecting the
reputations of employees. Employers may wish to remind employees that, in the
event that an employee disseminates fake news and the company relies on the fake
news to make a decision about another employee, the employee who has been
harmed may be able to assert a tortious interference claim against the source of the
fake news.
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Live Streaming a Crime: Does that Make an Additional Crime?
By B.J. Bernstein
The Bernstein Firm, PC

Live Streaming on social media has added another dimension of social
concerns for which the laws in existence did not contemplate. Does the live
streaming of a crime create a new offense? Does it enhance the amount of
punishment? Does it fully provide enough evidence to support a conviction?

Over the years when I talk to students in schools about the consequences of
their actions, I remind them that their phone is an evidence machine. It keeps track
of your calls, texts, emails and thanks to the camera and video component it is often
a key exhibit in a later criminal trial. With the spread of live streaming this warning
has become true in more immediate ways with the live component and it’s ability to
reach a much broader audience than just friends.

In the past what had been videoed was possibly never discovered without a
search warrant which would require knowing the parties and more information as
to where that photo or video was. Now with the live component simply accessing
the social media page is out there for many to view and comment about as a crime
occurs. The number of people with knowledge of a potential crime is exponentially
broadened. It’s easier to access and view without a warrant.
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At this time there is not a direct law in Georgia that says it is illegal to post
live video of a crime on social media. However, just like many new ways of
committing a crime there are plenty of ways to prosecute a person for committing
the direct crime and using the video or live footage as evidence. The Judge could at
the time of sentencing take into account the particular depravity to show live the
commission of a crime.

The issues become does being present and videotaping make you a party to
the underlying crime even if you did not directly commit the crime.

Georgia’s Statute O.C. G. G. A 16‐2‐20 reads as follows:

O.C.G.A. 16‐2‐20 (2010)
16‐2‐20. When a person is a party to a crime

(a) Every person concerned in the commission of a crime is a party thereto and may
be charged with and convicted of commission of the crime.

(b) A person is concerned in the commission of a crime only if he:

(1) Directly commits the crime;

(2) Intentionally causes some other person to commit the crime under such
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circumstances that the other person is not guilty of any crime either in fact or
because of legal incapacity;

(3) Intentionally aids or abets in the commission of the crime; or

(4) Intentionally advises, encourages, hires, counsels, or procures another to
commit the crime.

O.C.G.A. 16‐2‐21 (2010) reads as follows:

16‐2‐21. Prosecution of parties who did not directly commit the crime

Any party to a crime who did not directly commit the crime may be indicted,
tried, convicted, and punished for commission of the crime upon proof that the
crime was committed and that he was a party thereto, although the person claimed
to have directly committed the crime has not been prosecuted or convicted, has
been convicted of a different crime or degree of crime, or is not amenable to justice
or has been acquitted.
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The Intention element becomes a key factor. The State may argue that the
filming party may be aiding and abetting or encouraging the act based on how and
what they say as they are videoing it. A conspiracy argument could be made that the
defendant was furthering the acts of someone doing the actual physical violence

The defense may argue that the violence was happening before their eyes
and that live streaming may be a way to alert 3rd parties that the victim needs help
and that they may be in a dangerous situation themselves.

Georgia has limited versions of a “bystanderlaws” regarding reporting
crimes for certain situations. Georgia has duty to report statutes for motor vehicle
offenses that someone is involved in when there is an injury. . Duty to report applies
to certain school, counselors and other officials when a child tells them about an
instance of physical or sexual abuse or allegations revealed or scene by them in the
scope of their work with children.

It may be that the people viewing crimes online and marking their presence
with “Likes” or other forms of acknowledging that they viewed the content are
making themselves witnesses rather than potential defendants.

The reason for posting the live video would matter for being made a party to any
crime. If the person is videotaping and streaming it to raise awareness‐‐‐to perhaps
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to find the shooter for instance that would be easier than when someone posts to
share and mock or celebrate the act of violence.
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LIVE STREAMING
ON SOCIAL MEDIA PART II:
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Deborah Gonzalez, Esq.
Law2sm, LLC
September 15, 2017

What is Streaming Video?

hGps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbdvogFyZZM

What is Streaming Video?

hGps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTt-XE0XYMM
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What is Streaming Video?
Real-Wme broadcast over the Internet of
something happening – an event, an incident, a
concert, a speech, a boxing match, etc.
No download delay – it is played as it happens.

What is Streaming Video?

hGps://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC4R8DWoMoI7CAwX8_LjQHig

What is Streaming Video?

hGps://www.facebook.com/livemap/

2
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Who Streams Video
Who streams video?
– Networks
– Cable
– Online Streaming Providers
– Everyday people with apps
• Periscope
• Facebook Live
• YouTube

Why do we stream video?
Choice culture:
– What, when, and on what device to watch
– User preferences vs. Provider supply
• Neflix uses personalizaWon algorithms that collect data
on user preferences and usage to determine if a
parWcular series or ﬁlm will have a demand on their
plaform

– CompeWWon
• Neflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, YouTube TV, etc.

General Legal Concerns
Copyright and other IP rights
Decency Laws
Commercial or Private Use
LocaWon Concerns (where the ﬁlming is taking
place)
• Privacy and Right of Publicity
• Disclosures (FTC, naWve adverWsing)
•
•
•
•
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The History
• Impact of live streaming apps on pay-per-view event viewing via
cable.
• The “Periscope Piracy” concern came center stage due to a boxing
match between Mayweather and Pacquiao in 2015.
– The argument was that people who paid for viewing the boxing
match then retransmiGed it live on their Periscope app for free,
cosWng the promoters of the match millions of dollars.
– According to Kerry O’Shea, “typically unchoreographed sporWng
events are not protected by copyright…but this applies only to
the acWon taking place in the arena, not the television simulcast.”
Wallenstein, Andrew, Periscope Piracy Sets Up Grudge Match: Hollywood vs. TwiGer,
hGp://bit.ly/1KESdOh, May 3, 2015.
O’Shea, Kerry, Live Streaming TV Broadcasts: Copyright Law & Periscope Piracy,
hGp://bit.ly/1NIuhed, May 10, 2015

IP Online
• Ownership
– Author(s) vs. Online Content Publisher vs.
Streamer User
• Streamer as Work for Hire
• Creator Licenses the Content

– Online Content can have various elements
• text, art, music, video, photographs, trade and service
marks, rights of publicity, etc.

– For ex. Music in an online video my require:
• new-media license, a video-sync license, and the rights
of publicity releases for those who appear in the ﬁle .

IP Online
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IP Online
Kali Kanongataa vs. ABC and Yahoo
• May 16, 2016 Kali live streams the birth of his son
• Next day ABC shows an excerpt on Good Morning
America
• Yahoo, who is in partnership with ABC, also shows
the clip
• Kali sues in Sept. 2016

IP Online
Kali Kanongataa vs. ABC and Yahoo
•

•
•
•

Feb 15, 2017 – US District Judge Lewis Kaplan throws out
case; did not disclose reason why but assumpWon is that
ABC and Yahoo argues their use fell under the Fair Use
Doctrine.
They only showed 22 seconds of a 45 minute video
ABC also argued that the use of Facebook Live to
broadcast a birth was a "socially signiﬁcant” phenomenon.
(newsworthy)
Kali had live streamed it on a public channel and anyone
could see it, in fact about 120,000 people saw It
worldwide.

IP Online

hGp://www.sixthtone.com/news/1000506/songwriters-sue-chinaslive-streamers-for-royalWes
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IP Online
• July 13, 2017
• The Music Copyright Society of China (MCSC),
the only organizaWon in China that protects
the legal rights of songwriters, sued Huajiao, a
popular live-streaming company, because its
hosts sing and use songs without
authorizaWon, state-owned China NaWonal
Radio reported on Monday.

IP Online

hGp://ab.co/2jNQPAx

IP Online

hGp://www.cbc.ca/news/business/streaming-box-lawsuittvaddons-1.4165325
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IP Online
• ISP Safe Harbor Provisions
• Title II of the DMCA—the Online Copyright Infringement Liability
LimitaWon Act—a series of “safe harbor” clauses that many online
social media plaforms rely on to provide indemniﬁcaWon for
Internet service providers (ISPs) from copyright violaWons
implemented by users of their plaforms.
• There are four safe harbor acWviWes ISPs can claim for protecWon:
1. transitory digital network communicaWons,
2. system caching,
3. informaWon residing on systems or networks at direcWon of
users, and
4. informaWon locaWon tools.

IP Online
• ISP Safe Harbor Provisions (cont.)
•

To qualify for these protecWons ISP’s must meet three
requirements:
1.
2.
3.

it must be a “service provider” (a provider of online services or
network access, or the operator of faciliWes therefor);
it must have “adopted and reasonably implemented” a policy to
address and, in the appropriate circumstances, terminate repeat
infringers; and
it must accommodate measures that copyright owners use to
idenWfy or protect their copyrighted works.

Two last elements qualify for a speciﬁc safe harbor focus on the ISP
having actual knowledge of the infringing material or not being aware of
facts or circumstances from which the infringing acWvity is apparent and
that the ISP cannot receive a ﬁnancial beneﬁt aGributable to the
infringing acWvity.

IP Online
DMCA Take Down NoWce
• A mechanism for a copyright owner to noWfy the ISP
that their copyrighted work was posted on the ISP site
without their permission or consent.
• The ISP is then obligated to take down the infringing
material and noWfy the original poster or the content
of the claim being made against them.
• The original poster then has the opportunity to provide
evidence of why the material is not infringing and
request it be reposted or do nothing at all.
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IP Online
• YouTube
• Linking to Videos OK
• Be careful about framing the link unless
explicitely given permission to do so –
YouTube allows for “embedding”
• Fair Use Doctrine & De Minimus Use

IP Online

hGps://www.si.com/nﬂ/2017/01/22/antoniobrown-steelers-facebook-live-ﬁne

IP Online
NFL – Jan. 15, 2017
• PiGsburg Steelers wide receiver, Antonio
Brown invited viewers to the locker room via
Facebook Live – 900,000 viewers
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IP Online
• Problem 1:
– NFL’s social media policy prohibits NFL personnel
from parWcipaWng in social media beginning 90
minutes before the game and running through to
the end of the mandatory post-game press
conference.

IP Online
• Problem 2:
– Contractual arrangements between the NFL and
its broadcast partners give those broadcasters
exclusive rights to any video shot in the locker
room axer a game.
– That video is embargoed even for the teams and
the league to prohibit its use unWl 24 hours axer
the game ends.

IP Online
• Problem 3:
– Content capture was troubling:
• Coach Mike Tomlin’s remarks were expleWve-laden,
aggressive toward a team they would soon be facing in
a later game, and potenWally embarrassing.
• Was there an expectaWon of privacy in the “locker
room?”
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IP Online
• Axermath:
– Coach issued a public apology
– Antonio Brown ﬁned for “conduct detrimental to
the team.”
– Controversy aﬀected public percepWon of team
Excerpted from: Leslie Pedernales, Moore & Allen PLLC, Live Streaming: The
Privacy Concerns of Behind-the-Scenes Access, hBp://bit.ly/2v3M5N5, Jan. 26,
2017.

IP Online
• Religious Services
• The religious service exempWon under U.S.
copyright law allows for the performance and
display of copyrighted work of a religious nature
during on-site religious services. The exempWon
applies to “the performance of a nondramaWc
literary or musical work or of a dramaWco-musical
work of a religious nature, or the display of work,
in the course of services at a place of worship or
other religious assembly.”

IP Online
• Religious Services
– ExcepWon does not extend to live streaming or
retransmission of the service over the Internet
because live streaming is considered a broadcast
performance
– Secure permission from the owner of each
copyrighted work for such use. OR
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IP Online
• Religious Services
– Consider securing a blanket license for music,
video and/or streaming, and only use selecWons
that are covered by the license
• ChrisWan Copyright Licensing InternaWonal or “CCLI”
hGps://us.ccli.com
• ChrisWan Video Licensing InternaWonal or “CVLI”
hGp://us.cvli.com
• ChrisWan Copyright SoluWons hGp://bit.ly/2uL6U4g
• OneLicense.net hGps://www.onelicense.net

Livestreaming at Work
• What happens if someone is live-streaming at
work?
– BYOD policies

• Can these types of apps be prohibited at work?
• What would the NLRB say?
• Training required?

– Breach of conﬁdenWality?
– ViolaWon of IP policy?
– Privacy of co-workers?

• At a private event?
• At a public event?

Facebook Rights Manager
• Video Matching Technology
• A set of admin and workﬂow tools that help publishers and
creators manage and protect their video content on
Facebook at scale
– Easily upload and maintain a reference library of the video
content they want to monitor and protect.
– Create rules about how individual videos may be used.
– IdenWfy new matches against protected content.
– Whitelist speciﬁc Pages or proﬁles to allow them to use their
copyrighted content. Protect their reference library at scale
with the new Rights Manager API.
– hGps://rightsmanager.z.com
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Facebook Rights Manager
• Update Apr 27, 2017 – added addiWonal
automated tools
• hGps://media.z.com/2017/04/27/
improvements-to-rights-manager/

AnW-Piracy Soxware
• MarkMonitor AnWPiracy - NetResult Live
Streaming
– automated, proprietary soxware to detect and
shut down streams distribuWng pirated live
streaming content in real Wme.
– Designed for broadcasters, distributors and rights
holders to combat live streaming piracy, allows
companies to recapture views that would
otherwise be lost to pirated streams

AnW-Piracy Soxware
• Services:
– Crawl hundreds of linking and hosWng video streaming sites
– Event-based coverage to protect live content in real-Wme
– Use fast and accurate veriﬁcaWon for enforcement using
ﬁngerprinWng technology
– Leverage enforcement relaWonships with major live streaming
hosts to access dozens of live takedown tools
– Send enforcement noWces within seconds of detecWon
– Disrupt illegal viewing
hGp://bit.ly/2whwldk
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What is Streaming Video?

hGps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zq7Eki5EZ8o

Q&A or Shared Experiences

Thank you!
Deborah Gonzalez, Esq.
Law2sm, LLC
deborah@law2sm.com
@Law2sm
FB: Law2sm
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Introduction
As traditional news moves aside to make way for digital, native advertising, branded
content, and influencers and advertisers start making a strong impact in the field of social media.
In order to remain competent, attorneys have to stay abreast of the changes and adhere to Federal
Trade Commission guidelines and rules in order to function in this ever-changing digital world.
Influencers, marketers, and advertisers in addition to brands, products, and companies also need
sound legal advice with regard to their marketing campaigns within social media. Resources on
ethics rules in Georgia can be found at the Georgia Bar Association website; Georgia formal
advisory opinions; Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct; and Georgia Supreme Court rules,
regulations, and opinions. The Federal Trade Commission also provides a number of resources
at business.ftc.gov including The FTC Endorsement Guides: What People are Asking and
Endorsement Guides (TMCA Full Disclosure). Attorneys and all those who are in the marketing
and advertising world should pay attention to the changing guidelines so they do not get in
trouble with the Federal Trade Commission.
Duty of Competence
ABA Model Rule 1.1 requires lawyers to be competent in representation of their clients.
ABA Model Rule 1.1 Competence
A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client. Competent
representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation
reasonably necessary for the representation. (ABA Model Rule 1983)
Comment [8]
To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of
changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and risks associated
with relevant technology, engage in continuing study and education and comply
-1-
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with all continuing legal education requirements to which the lawyer is subject.
(ABA Model Rule 1.1, Comment 8 1983).
Part of a lawyer’s duty of competence is to “keep abreast of changes in the law” (ABA
Model Rule 1983) which includes Federal Trade Commission rulings and interpretations. In
addition, another part of a lawyer’s duty of competence is to understand the “risks associated
with relevant technology” (ABA Model Rule 1983) and the advent of social media and now
native advertising and branded content within the relatively new technology of social media is
really raising the bar for what it means to be technologically savvy. Much like live streaming
has brought on a whole host of new issues, including infringement and proof of infringement,
social media marketing comes with its own flavor of matters and rules. A lawyer is providing a
disservice to their marketing and advertising clients if they are not familiar with the Endorsement
Guidelines from the Federal Trade Commission. Lawyers should keep a pulse on what the
Federal Trade Commission is doing in order to avoid your client receiving a letter and ensuring
that they are compliant.
Native Advertising
Native advertising is a strategy where branded content and messaging is incorporated into
media and then delivered to the public (Thorton, Native Advertising). Some examples may
include articles on news websites, silly and humorous videos and animated GIFs on comedyrelated sites, tweets and Facebook updates, and more (Thorton, Native Advertising). Native
advertising sets itself apart from the traditional TV commercial, pre-roll ad, pop-up or print ad
because rather than interrupting the flow of the media, native advertising blends into the media
surroundings and strives to offer the reader, viewer, and/or listener something of interest
(Thorton, Native Advertising). “If, as George Orwell once put it, ‘The public are swine;
-2-
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advertising is the rattling of a stick inside a swill-bucket,’ then sponsored content is the meal so
wretched that even pigs will reject unless sugar-frosted,” (Reuters’ Jack Shafer, “A Word
Against Our Sponsor” blog).
A 2013 study by Pew Research Center’s State of the News Media Report showed that
while the amount of money spent on native advertising in 2012 was relatively low ($1.5 billion)
in comparison to the $8.6 billion spent on banner ads, it’s on the rise (Thorton, Native
Advertising). In 2011, spending on sponsored content grew 45 percent and, in 2012, almost 39
percent (Thorton, Native Advertising). The monetary spend on native advertising is second only
now to video ads (Thorton, Native Advertising). Matt McDonagh of The Onion says, “Brands
are trying to develop content and trying to act more like publishers, and that’s a sea change from
where we were three to five years ago.” (Thorton, Native Advertising).
There is some concern that native advertising, in the form of sponsored content, blurs the
ethical “church-and-state” division between advertising and journalism (Thorton, Native
Advertising). The other side of the fence is happy that the additional revenue native advertising
is bringing in is actually helping keep reporters gainfully employed (Thorton, Native
Advertising). What is your take on the line between advertising and journalism? Is it being
blurred and is that a concern?
Federal Trade Commission Guidelines and Warning Letters
The Federal Trade Commission provides Endorsement Guidelines, which spell out how
advertisers and endorsers must clearly and conspicuously disclose material connections between
an advertiser and the endorser or influencer that promotes its products in blog posts and on social
media. Influencers should clearly let consumers know about the material connection, and
marketers have an obligation to ensure that influencers comply with the rules.
-3-
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In April 2017, the Federal Trade Commission sent out over 90 letters citing a variety of
failures to comply with the FTC’s guidelines on endorsements and disclosure following a review
of Instagram posts by celebrities, athletes, and other influencers (TMCA Full Disclosure) (Loeb
FTC). Instagram now has over 600 million users and users include popular brands, celebrities,
online influencers, famous dogs, regular people, etc. (TMCA Full Disclosure). Given this
prevalence of influencers and the rise of branded content, the Federal Trade Commission was
concerned that some influencers were not aware of truth-in advertising standards so they wanted
to notify individual influencers and provide resources (TMCA Full Disclosure). The Federal
Trade Commission’s goal was to “influence influencers to comply with those established
principles (truth-in advertising standards) in their Instagram posts” (TMCA Full Disclosure).
The Federal Trade Commission did not disclose or publicly release the letters or names of
specific recipients, but a Sample Influencer Letter and a Sample Marketers Letter were released
and are attached at the end of this paper as Exhibit A and B (TMCA Full Disclosure).
The warning letters included the following statement about clear, conspicuous disclosure
of material connections:
“The FTC’s Endorsement Guides state that if there is a “material connection” between an
endorser and the marketer of a product – in other words, a connection that might affect
the weight or credibility that consumers give the endorsement – that connection should be
clearly and conspicuously disclosed, unless the connection is already clear from the
context of the communication containing the endorsement. Material connections could
consist of a business or family relationship, monetary payment, or the provision of free
products to the endorser.” (Exhibit A and Exhibit B).
As an attorney considers their duty of competence, they should be aware of best practices
with regard to disclosure of a material connection on Instagram.
Federal Trade Commission Disclosure of Material Connection on Instagram
-4-
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The main impetus for the warning letters that the Federal Trade Commission sent in April
2017 was to correct disclosures of material connections on Instagram (Loeb FTC). The
emphasis was to ensure that the disclosure of a material connection was both clear and
conspicuous. As part of maintaining an attorney’s duty of competence, attorneys should be
aware of and understand both the endorsement guidelines and how the Federal Trade
Commission is currently interpreting them. The warning letters provide a good framework for
and examples of what would not be considered compliant under the Federal Trade Commission
endorsement guidelines.
The Federal Trade Commission endorsement guidelines define a material connection as “a
connection that might affect the weight or credibility that consumers give the endorsement.”
(Exhibit A & Exhibit B). A material connection could consist of a business or family
relationship, monetary payment, and/or provision of free products to the endorser (FTC
Endorsement Guides, Exhibit A, & Exhibit B). Once a determination that a material connection
exists between products or brand and an endorser or influencer has been made, then that
connection must be disclosed clearly and conspicuously.
The Federal Trade Commission endorsement guidelines require a disclosure of a material
connection to be clear (FTC Endorsement Guides). In the warning letters, the Federal Trade
Commission highlighted a few examples of disclosures on Instagram that were not considered
clear and did not comply with the guidelines. The Federal Trade Commission did note that
“There’s no one-size-fits-all way to make that disclosure, but an unfamiliar abbreviation or
cryptic word subject to multiple interpretations probably wouldn’t do the trick.” (TMCA Full
Disclosure). The Federal Trade Commission also reminds people to keep in mind that the
disclosure may not appear the same way on different devices (mobile, for example, as opposed to
-5-
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desktop computer) (TMCA Full Disclosure). The Federal Trade Commission warned against a
jumble of hashtags at the end of a post (TMCA Full Disclosure). For example, “Avoid
#HardtoRead #BuriedDisclosures #inStringofHashtags #SkippedByReaders.” (TMCA Full
Disclosure). While the Federal Trade Commission mentioned that #sp #partner
#thankyou[Brand] and #Thanks[Brand} were not clear and therefore not compliant, they
suggested that #ad and #sponsored should work in most situations (Loeb FTC and TMCA Full
Disclosure).
In addition to the requirement that a disclosure of material connection be clear, the
Federal Trade Commission also requires that the disclosure be conspicuous (FTC Endorsement
Guidelines). The main point the Federal Trade Commission wanted to make here with regard to
conspicuous disclosure on Instagram was that the disclosure must be “above the fold.” (TMCA
Full Disclosure). This is the same issue that was settled in the case between Federal Trade
Commission and Warner Bros. over influencer posts on YouTube (TMCA Full Disclosure). For
Instagram, “above the fold” means within the first few (3) lines of the post and not at the end of a
long comment or buried in the middle of a string of hashtags (TMCA Full Disclosure). This
issue is specially highlighted on mobile, because readers rarely click more to see the end of a
post on the mobile application on Instagram. If readers are unlikely to click “more” and are
unlikely to ever read what’s below the fold, then the disclosure was not made in a clear and
conspicuous way.
The PowerPoint presentation will run through a series of examples and the audience will
help determine whether or not they think that the Federal Trade Commission would deem the
disclosure compliant.
-6-
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Conclusion
As part of their ethical duty of competence, lawyers should pay attention to recent
changes in Federal Trade Commission endorsement guidelines and the interpretation thereof,
especially with their application to new and advancing technologies. While the Federal Trade
Commission is focusing on Instagram right now, they have looked at YouTube in the past and
will likely continue to review Twitter, Facebook, and other social media platforms. As native
advertising and influencer activity increases online, the guidelines will become clearer and the
Federal Trade Commission will continue to crack down on non-compliant marketers,
influencers, and brands. Lawyers must stay abreast of changes within our technological world so
that they can best serve their clients. With the influx of social media applications and programs
and the increase in digital marketing and native advertising, the importance of maintaining
competence increases. Stay updated on the current status of the rules and social media in order
to remain an ethical attorney.

-7-
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EXHIBIT A

{Date}
{Address}
Dear {Influencer}:
The Federal Trade Commission is the nation’s consumer protection agency. As part of
our consumer protection mission, we work to educate marketers about their responsibilities
under truth-in-advertising laws and standards, including the FTC’s Endorsement Guides. 1
I am writing regarding your attached Instagram post endorsing {product or service}. 2
You posted a picture of {description of picture}. You wrote, “{quotation from Instagram
post}.”
The FTC’s Endorsement Guides state that if there is a “material connection” between an
endorser and the marketer of a product – in other words, a connection that might affect the
weight or credibility that consumers give the endorsement – that connection should be clearly
and conspicuously disclosed, unless the connection is already clear from the context of the
communication containing the endorsement. Material connections could consist of a business or
family relationship, monetary payment, or the provision of free products to the endorser.
The Endorsement Guides apply to marketers and endorsers. [If there is a material
connection between you and {Marketer}, that connection should be clearly and conspicuously
disclosed in your endorsements.] or [It appears that you have a business relationship with
{Marketer}. Your material connection to that company should be clearly and conspicuously
disclosed in your endorsements.] To make a disclosure both “clear” and “conspicuous,” you
should use unambiguous language and make the disclosure stand out. Consumers should be able
to notice the disclosure easily, and not have to look for it. For example, consumers viewing
posts in their Instagram streams on mobile devices typically see only the first three lines of a
longer post unless they click “more,” and many consumers may not click “more.” Therefore,
you should disclose any material connection above the “more” button. In addition, where there
are multiple tags, hashtags, or links, readers may just skip over them, especially where they
appear at the end of a long post.

1

The Endorsement Guides are published in 16 C.F.R. Part 255.

2

The post is available at {URL}.
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If you are endorsing the products or services of any marketers with whom you have a
material connection, you may want to review the enclosed FTC staff publication, The FTC
Endorsement Guides: What People are Asking. I’m also enclosing a copy of the Endorsement
Guides themselves. (Both documents are available online at business.ftc.gov.)
If you have any questions, please contact Mamie Kresses at (202) 326-2070 or
mkresses@ftc.gov. Thank you.
Very truly yours,

Mary K. Engle
Associate Director
Division of Advertising Practices
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EXHIBIT B

{Date}
{Address}
Dear {Executive}:
The Federal Trade Commission is the nation’s consumer protection agency. As part of
our consumer protection mission, we work to educate businesses about their responsibilities
under truth-in-advertising laws and standards, including the FTC’s Endorsement Guides. 1
I am writing to call your attention to the attached Instagram post by {Influencer}. 2
{He/she} posts a picture {description of picture} and writes, “{quotation from Instagram post}.”
The FTC’s Endorsement Guides state that if there is a “material connection” between an
endorser and the marketer of a product – in other words, a connection that might affect the
weight or credibility that consumers give the endorsement – that connection should be clearly
and conspicuously disclosed, unless the connection is already clear from the context of the
communication containing the endorsement. Material connections could consist of a business or
family relationship, monetary payment, or the provision of free products to the endorser.
The Endorsement Guides apply to marketers and endorsers. FTC staff guidance makes
clear that marketers should advise endorsers of their disclosure responsibilities and should
monitor their endorsements to ensure that appropriate disclosures are made.
[If your company has a business relationship with {Influencer}, that relationship should
be clearly and conspicuously disclosed in her endorsements. ] or [It appears that {Influencer} has
a business relationship with your company. {Influencer’s} material connection to your company
should be clearly and conspicuously disclosed in {his/her} endorsements.] To be both “clear”
and “conspicuous,” the disclosure should use unambiguous language and stand out. Consumers
should be able to notice the disclosure easily, and not have to look for it. For example,
consumers viewing posts in their Instagram streams on mobile devices typically see only the first
three lines of a longer post unless they click “more,” and many consumers may not click “more.”
Therefore, an endorser should disclose any material connection above the “more” button. In
1

The Endorsement Guides are published in 16 C.F.R. Part 255.

2

The post is available at {URL}.
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addition, where there are multiple tags, hashtags, or links, readers may just skip over them,
especially where they appear at the end of a long post.
If your company has a written social media policy that addresses the disclosure of
material connections by endorsers, you may want to evaluate how it applies to {Influencer’s}
post and to similar posts by other endorsers. If your company does not have such a policy, you
may want to consider implementing one that provides appropriate guidance to your endorsers.
You may also want to review your company’s social media marketing to ensure that posts
contain necessary disclosures and they are clear and conspicuous. To assist you, I have enclosed
the Endorsement Guides and a recent staff publication, The FTC Endorsement Guides: What
People are Asking. (They’re available online at business.ftc.gov.)
If you have any questions, please contact Michael Ostheimer at (202) 326-2699 or
mostheimer@ftc.gov. Thank you.
Very truly yours,

Mary K. Engle
Associate Director
Division of Advertising Practices
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The Risks and Rewards of Attorney Use of Social Media
A Case Study: Parks v. Stanton, et al.
James Radford
RADFORD & KEEBAUGH, LLC
315 W. Ponce de Leon Ave.
Suite 1080
Decatur, Georgia 30030
james@decaturlegal.com
(678) 271-0300
From 2013 until 2016, I represented Angela Stanton, the author of a “tell all”
book entitled Lies of a Real Housewife: Tell the Truth and Shame the Devil. Lies was about
Ms. Stanton’s colorful life, including her criminal past. The “hook” to the book was Ms.
Stanton’s account of her relationship with Phaedra Parks, an Atlanta attorney and cast
member on the popular television show Real Housewives of Atlanta. According to Ms.
Stanton, Ms. Parks has been the ringleader in a number of criminal schemes involving
check fraud, identity theft, and car title fraud during the mid-90’s. Ms. Stanton alleged
that she had been a pawn in Ms. Parks’ schemes and had been arrested and incarcerated
as a result.
On September 26, 2012, Ms. Parks filed a lawsuit against Ms. Stanton and others,
claiming that the book was libelous and defamatory. When Ms. Parks filed her lawsuit,
her attorney at that time, B.J. Bernstein, published to the website twitter.com numerous
statements to the effect that Ms. Stanton’s book was libelous and defamatory.
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At the same time, a number of Atlanta-area bloggers posted articles to their
website depicting Ms. Stanton as a deranged and obsessed fan.

Ms. Stanton was originally represented a family friend who had just passed the
bar exam, on a pro bono basis. The family friend filed an Answer to Ms. Parks’
Complaint so that Ms. Stanton, who was indigent, would not default. However, in early
July of 2013, that attorney withdrew from representation. The impression in the media
was that his withdraw signaled that Ms. Stanton was in the wrong. His withdraw was
heavily publicized in the Atlanta media market, including in the Atlanta JournalConstitution. Again, Atlanta-area bloggers took to their websites to deride Ms. Stanton
as a deranged lunatic and a liar.
Right around this same time, I took on Mrs. Stanton as a client. On July 15, 2013, I
published a statement on my website announcing my representation, the fact that we
had filed counterclaims, and the fact that I believed my client was telling the truth in
her book. I also posted a copy of the pleadings, using the website scribd.com, so that
Page 2 of 6
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people could view them. I published this statement in order to counteract the wave of
terrible publicity about my client surrounding Ms. Parks’ lawsuit and the very recent
event in which Ms. Stanton’s counsel withdrew.
On or about January 25, 2014, Ms. Parks’ husband and fellow RHOA cast
member Apollo Nida was arrested and charged with federal fraud and identity theft
crimes. The details of his offenses were strikingly similar to the offenses that Ms.
Stanton described in her allegedly libelous book. I began to receive numerous inquiries
from media sources. In response, I assisted Mrs. Stanton to draft a public statement, and
I published it on my website on January 28, 2014.
As the case went on, I received numerous media inquiries about the case. In
response, I occasionally posted to twitter or to my website copies of pleadings,
including a motion for summary judgment that we filed on February 24, 2014.
Shortly after the statement was released, Ms. Parks filed a bar complaint against
me. Subsequent pleadings in the case also attempted to bring to the forefront my
“tweeting” and blogging about the case, none of which were relevant to the merits of
the case. The bar complaint was eventually dismissed, but I did expend significant time
researching the law and defending myself in written submissions to the bar. It was not
fun. But the experience did give me the opportunity to consider the potential
consequences of a lawyer’s use of social media.
The highlight of the complaint was that I had violated Georgia Professional Rule
of Conduct 3.6. Rule 3.6, “Trial Publicity,” states, in pertinent part:
a. A lawyer who is participating or has participated in the investigation or
litigation of a matter shall not make an extrajudicial statement that a person
would reasonably believe to be disseminated by means of public communication
if the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that it will have a substantial
likelihood of materially prejudicing an adjudicative proceeding in the matter. [. .
.]
c. Notwithstanding paragraph (a), a lawyer may make a statement that a
reasonable lawyer would believe is required to protect a client from the
substantial undue prejudicial effect of recent publicity not initiated by the lawyer
or the lawyer's client. A statement made pursuant to this paragraph shall be
limited to such information as is necessary to mitigate the recent adverse
publicity.
Comment [1] to Rule 3.6. states, in part, “there are vital social interests served by
the free dissemination of information about events having legal consequences and
about legal proceedings themselves. The public [. . .] has a legitimate interest in the
conduct of judicial proceedings, particularly in matters of general public concern.
Page 3 of 6
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Furthermore, the subject matter of legal proceedings is often of direct significance in
debate and deliberation over questions of public policy.
Comment [5B] states, “In addition, there are certain subjects which are more
likely than not to have no material prejudicial effect on a proceeding. Thus, a lawyer
may usually state:
a. the claim, offense or defense involved and, except when prohibited by law, the
identity of the persons involved;
b. information contained in a public record;
c. that an investigation of a matter is in progress;
d. the scheduling or result of any step in litigation;
In addition, in Gentile v. State Bar of Nevada, 501 U.S. 1030, 1043, 111 S. Ct. 2720,
2728-29, 115 L. Ed. 2d 888 (1991), the Supreme Court recognized that lawyers, as
advocates for their clients, must often defend their clients not only in a court of law, but
also in the court of public opinion. This is necessary both to protect a lawyer’s First
Amendment rights, and his duties to his client. The Court held:
An attorney's duties do not begin inside the courtroom door. He or she
cannot ignore the practical implications of a legal proceeding for the
client. Just as an attorney may recommend a plea bargain or civil
settlement to avoid the adverse consequences of a possible loss after trial,
so too an attorney may take reasonable steps to defend a client's
reputation and reduce the adverse consequences of indictment, especially
in the face of a prosecution deemed unjust or commenced with improper
motives. A defense attorney may pursue lawful strategies to obtain
dismissal of an indictment or reduction of charges, including an attempt
to demonstrate in the court of public opinion that the client does not
deserve to be tried.
Gentile v. State Bar of Nevada, 501 U.S. 1030, 1043, 111 S. Ct. 2720, 2728-29, 115 L. Ed. 2d
888 (1991).
The Court in Gentile held that the lawyer there could not be disciplined,
consistent with the First Amendment and his duties as advocate for his client, when he
presented “a brief sketch of his client's defense,” and asserted “that the State sought the
indictment and conviction of an innocent man as a ‘scapegoat’ and had not ‘been honest
enough to indict the people who did it; the police department, crooked cops.’” Gentile,
501 U.S. at 1034.
These are the authorities I relied upon to defend against the bar complaint. In
sum, I had made the decision that, to effectively represent my client, I was required to
comment publically to counter the deluge of negative publicity that had accompanied
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Ms. Parks’ lawsuit and the withdrawal of Ms. Stanton’s original counsel. Moreover, due
to Ms. Parks’ celebrity status and the public interest in the case, there was a great deal of
speculation and misinformation circulating throughout online media, and I believed it
was my obligation to provide credible, accurate, and soberly-delivered information to
counter the gossip and innuendo.
While I was certainly within my rights (indeed, my obligations to my client) to
use social media in this way, this experience nonetheless gave me pause regarding the
use of social media as an attorney. While social media is an effective tool to advocate for
your client in a case of public interest, it is also an unpredictable one. Once you put
information into the public area, it is impossible to control what others do with it.
Recently, I issued several “tweets” to correct a misstatement made on Real Housewives
regarding the disposition of Ms. Parks’ lawsuit. The lawsuit had been dismissed with
prejudice, but Ms. Parks stated on national television that she had “won the case” and
that Ms. Stanton’s book was now unavailable. After I published the tweets, a number of
hip-hop and reality television websites reposted them under headlines like “Baller
Alert,” spinning my statement as the next episode in an ongoing reality TV scandal.
This is not the light that most attorneys want to be cast in. But again, once you put
something out in the social media world, you lose control over it.
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Additional rules attorneys should consider when using social media include:
Rule 1.6, “Confidentiality of Information.” Attorneys should take care not to
reveal confidential information either about his or her client, or about another party
learned through the litigation.
Rule 3.5, “Impartiality and Decorum of the Tribunal.” Attorneys should not
discuss their case beyond what is reasonably necessary to counter negative publicity or
otherwise to advocate for the client. The attorney should ensure that his or her postings
do not disrupt or interfere with a legal tribunal by, for example, influencing jurors.
Rule 4.1, “Truthfulness in Statements to Others.” Lawyers should not issue false
statements regarding their cases in social media.
Overall, lawyers should not view social media as a panacea. While there are
certainly areas in which it can be useful, it also presents risks. The client, and the
attorney, loses a degree of privacy, and a degree of control over the narrative of their
case when the case is put into the unpredictable stream of social media commerce. In
most cases, the client may be best served by keeping the case within the controlled
confines of the legal process.
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ICLE BOARD
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Term Expires

Carol V. Clark

Member

2019

Harold T. Daniel, Jr.

Member

2019

Laverne Lewis Gaskins

Member

2018

Allegra J. Lawrence

Member

2019

C. James McCallar, Jr.

Member

2018

Jennifer Campbell Mock

Member

2020

Patrick T. O’Connor

Member

2018

Kenneth L. Shigley

Member

2020

A. James Elliott

Emory University

2019

Buddy M. Mears

John Marshall

2019

Dean Daisy Hurst Floyd

Mercer University

2019

Carol Ellis Morgan

University of Georgia

2019

Hon. Harold David Melton

Liaison

2018

Jeﬀrey Reese Davis

Staff Liaison

2018

Tangela Sarita King

Staff Liaison
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GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET
Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually,
with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in
the area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in
the Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal
case in 1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of
three hours of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice
hours are included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited”
provider of “approved” CLE instruction.
Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next
succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years.
Excess trial practice hours may be carried over for one year.
A portion of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the
program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics, professionalism and trial
practice, if any) and should be retained for your personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND
THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!
ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Oﬃcial
State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees
at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar
record.
Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure
at the registration desk. ICLE does not guarantee credit in any state other than Georgia.
If you have any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call:
678-529-6688

